Journey To The Absalom Eller Family Cemetery
By Dan Liggett
A few weeks before the 2019 Eller Family Conference in Wilkesboro, NC, both Harvey Powers and I separately started
wondering about the location of the cemetery contain the graves of James Madison Eller (great, great grandson of George
Michael Eller, immigrant) and Nancy Vannoy Eller (my third cousin 4 times removed).
Harvey has an on-going project for the website about cemeteries with Ellers and had been poking around Find-A-Grave
and similar websites looking for Ellers in Wilkes County, NC. He ran upon a researcher who had looked for the Absalom
Eller Family Cemetery, asking locals, but no one seemed to know of a cemetery in the area. Specifically, they were looking
near the corner of Eller Road and Parsonville Road in Stanton Township near Purlear. That is the area indicated by FindA-Grave GPS coordinates at that time (PeopleLegacy also).
Separately, I was preparing my own research into family in North Carolina and found
Nancy Louisa (Vannoy) Eller listed in Find-A-Grave in the Absalom Eller Cemetery. Neither
she nor her husband James Madison Eller had gravestone pictures. Since it was near
Wilkesboro, I thought that might make a good field trip, so I started investigating. In the
process, I found out Harvey was also looking for that same cemetery. We decided to team
up and visit together IF we could find it.
And so, I started scouring Google Maps trying to figure out where it was. Turning on the
satellite view, I could see a lot of the countryside, but with all the vegetation, it was hard
to see much clearly even zoomed in. With the GPS coordinates and map from Find-AGrave, it appeared to be at the end of Eller Road (at Parsonville Rd), but there was just a
house there. Nothing nearby looked like a graveyard. Then I looked at the February 1993
(reprinted in May 2019) Eller Chronicles for clues. In an article entitled Eller Families of Wilkes County, NC it stated that
James Madison was “buried on a high hill in front of the family home.” That was important. That meant we were looking
for a high hill, not the flat land the GPS coordinates indicated. Of course, we were not sure where the “family home” was
either. A couple hills near the GPS coordinates might be the cemetary location, but how do we know?
I was in contact with the Wilkes Genealogical Society in Wilkes County concerning our approaching time in Wilkesboro
and the WGS meeting the Tuesday before the Eller Family Conference. So, I send an email to Jean Reynolds at WGS asking
if she knew anything about the Absalom Eller Cemetery. What I got in return was golden! Jean took the time to look up
the Absalom Eller Cemetery in the McNeil Cemetery Database (Joyce and George McNeil scoured the cemeteries of Wilkes
County from 1989 to 1995 and their cemetery records are now in the hands of the Wilkes Historical Museum):
According to the McNeil Cemetery database printed 01/31/95, the location
of Absalom Eller Cemetery- Stanton twp. #431-At a point on State Road
1300 (Parsonsville Rd.), which is .29 miles south of intersection with State
Road 1352 (Eller Rd.) a farm road leads NW, crossing a creek, and turns S
past old Eller house, road then runs S, then W crossing a branch and N to
cemetery on top of hill. Total distance from State Road 1300 is 5/8 of a mile.
Could drive, but bridge was impassable when we visited. Cemetery is
visible from the old James Eller house at Az250. Enclosed in barbed wire
fence in fair condition. Large oak tree at SE corner, Hurricane Hugo blew
limb of large oak tree, breaking two markers. Size:50 by 40ft 08/18/89
Armed with this information, I looked again at Google Maps and found
markings for an old road into the woods .3 miles south of the Eller Rd /
Parsonville Rd intersection as indicated by the database. Furthermore, it
led to a clearing having some kind of building on it. That clearing would
appear to be where the old James Eller house used to be. A long lane
appeared to approach it from the south that might prove useful, but we
would try to approach from the old road off Parsonville Rd. Looking at topographical maps of the area seemed to indicate
we might just be able to find it. Harvey and I planned to attempt it on Saturday morning, July 27, 2019.

Saturday, July 27, 2019 before 9am:
First, we went to the location of the old road off of Parsonville Rd.
Unfortunately, we found little indication of a road there. At the spot
indicated by the Terrain view of Google Maps, the steep bank of the
creek dropped 20 or more feet and did not look promising. Not ready
to give up, we went in search of the lane entrance off Boone Trail (Old
421 Hwy).
When we found the lane, it had a gate, but was open, making us wonder
if someone was up the lane somewhere.
Not sure if the lane would be passible, Harvey and I walked up the lane
into the first clearing. The tracks of the lane had been maintained with
gravel so it could be driven if the center of the lane did not get too high. We determined that we could drive Harvey's
Subaru at least up the edge of the forested area, so Harvey walked back
to the vehicle that had been left blocking the gate at the entrance to
the lane and brought it to the edge of the trees.
Leaving Harvey’s car behind, we walked further up the lane through the
forest. On the way, we passed a pavilion shelter on the right side of the
lane that houses a tractor. That pavilion was located about 25 yards
before the lane turned fairly sharply to the right before opening out to
a sizeable clearing where the old Eller place once stood.
As we arrived at the
Eller clearing, we
saw a pickup truck
parked in front of a
small building (visible from satellite view on Google maps). Not wanting
to appear without warning, we called out "hello" as we approached and
two gentlemen appeared from the building. They looked at us warily,
no doubt wondering
what we were up to.
We
introduced
ourselves and told
them we were
Ken Mikeal Harvey Powers Kin Church
looking for the
Absalom Eller Cemetery up on a high hill in the area. They introduced
themselves as Kin Church and Ken Mikael. Mr. Church said he was the
owner of the property and had bought it in 1983 from a Bumgartner.
He had tried to raise cattle on the property, but when that did not prove
profitable, he planted trees over much of the property he had
purchased and hoped to harvest them in about 15 years. His family
operates Church and Church Lumber in the area (he gave both of us his card). He and Mr. Mikael were working on their
target practice line through the trees that they were almost finished with. That target line stretched down the draw
between the trees and you could see the targets in the distance close to 1000 yards away.
Mr. Church also confirmed that the clearing we were in was where the old Eller place once stood (James Madison Eller)
and pointed out that all that was left was the cistern over near the edge of the clearing. He also confirmed that the old
cemetery was at the top of the hill (pointed into the trees to the left of the shooting line). They had placed a deer stand
nearby back before the trees got so tall.
He said we were welcome to go take a look and started to explain to us how to get there. Then he said he would just take
us there. So, they started walking back down the lane until just before the pavilion, where they led us into the woods.
The point along the lane into the woods was not a clear trail, we just headed mostly west down toward the dry branch of
the creek and then back up the other side until we encountered what was left of an old road.

The grass was knee high, but it had clearly been a road in the past. We turned right (mostly north) and followed the road
for 100 yards or more until we crossed an earthen bridge (discernable mostly by a wooden post still standing on the left
and what was left of a cry creek bed. It was dry even though an inch or more of rain had fallen four days before.
Once we crossed the "bridge", we turned a little to the left, following
the bottom of the hill on our right for 20 or more yards, looking for a
good way to go up the hill. in retrospect, we should have gone straight
up the hill soon after
the "bridge" since
the approach did
not get any better as
we got further away
from the "bridge".
Anyway, we started
up the hill. It was
quite steep and
difficult to climb. We kept moving to the right and back to the left to
navigate the steep hill. We could see further up the hill were obvious
rows of trees that had been planted.
Somewhere about halfway up the hills, before we got to the even rows
of trees where no underbrush grows, Harvey had to stop to catch his
breath, but I kept going with Kin.
We eventually got
into the planted tree
rows and the going
got easier with no
foliage, only pine
needles. Once we
were near the peak,
we moved toward
the left several
rows. Soon we saw an area more open to the sunlight with green
grass/weeds around an obviously older and larger tree. It was unlike
the planted pine trees. It was mostly surrounded by what was left of a
barbed wire fence with a couple of small tombstones visible near the outer edge. All of this agreed with the description
from the McNeils. We had found the Absalom Eller Cemetery.
We crossed near the large tree, climbing over the barbed wire fence that marked the boundaries of the cemetery. The
fence to the right of the tree had been knocked down by a fallen limb, so getting over it was not difficult. Other parts of
the fence past the tree were at a normal height. Further to the right of the tree was a clear opening to enter the area.

We had to tramp down the weeds to see the grave markers clearly, but we
came upon the marker for Nancy Louisa Eller first (originally Vannoy). To the
left of her, we found a grave marked Jas. M. Eller (James Madison Eller). The
markers had broken in two, but had clearly been laid up against the base for
readability by a previous visitor. By this time, Harvey and Mr. Mikael had
arrived and we took a few pictures of each other. We looked around at the
other grave markers and found a total of 11 markers, 10 of which were
readable, although 4 of them were initials only. One marked A E, we assumed
was Absalom Eller, James Madison Eller's father and for whom the cemetery
was named.
To the right of Nancy and closer to the "entrance" was Cora Mae Eller and Grace Eller. Closer to the entrance was found
2 S E markers, a G M E and the A E marker we assumed was Absalom. One other marker was only a stub, but was almost
certainly identifiable as a marker, but no discernable flat surface, let alone an inscription.
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Nancy Louisa wife of James M. Eller Born Oct. 5, 1847 Died Dec. 15, 1929
Jas M. Eller Born June 17, 1840 Died July 15, 1920
Cora Maie dau of J.M. & N.L. Eller Born June 18, 1883 Died xxx 20, 1904 aged 20Ys XXXX
Grace Eller daug of John C. & Ethel G. Eller Jan 10, 1911 June 2, 1911 (granddaughter of James Madison)
Sarah Eller born Feb 16, 1805 died March 6, 1875 (Sarah Reynolds Eller, Wife of Absalom)
At Rest Sallie Dau of J.M. & N.L. Eller born Dec 15, 1876 Died Apr 13, 1877 (young child of James Madison)
? M E (may be DME, CME or GME), S E, S E (2 SE stones)
A E (probably Absalom Eller (James Madison’s Eller Father, for whom the cemetery is named)

Kin Church, Ken Mikael and Harvey Powers

Dan Liggett and Harvey Powers

Harvey and I were so grateful for both of these gentlemen. Without their generous contributions of time and knowledge
we would have never found the Absalom Eller Family Cemetery. Harvey offered a brief prayer of gratitude for finding our
guides and the cemetery, and also for our safety throughout the journey.
Unfortunately, I had come unprepared to take GPS readings and was unable to capture the coordinates. However, I was
fairly confident of certain landmarks along the way and hoped to recreate the journey by using the satellite view of Google Maps to discern
the coordinates. I
later found that to
be more difficult
than I imagined, but
that was now the
plan.
And so, we began
our return journey
by crossing at least
10 rows of trees and
turning right down the hill in the direction from which we arrived. Once
we re-entered the green portion of the hill, we still continued mostly
straight down the hill, but the steepness seemed less severe. We came out near the spot we had turned left slightly after
the bridge, the original path taken clearly visible in the trampled grass/weeds now to our right. We once again crossed
the "bridge" and followed the old road for 100 yards or so (more or less
south) until we
turned to the left
(east) to go down to
the dry creek branch
and proceeded up
the other side. We
came out of the
woods onto the lane
a little to the left of
the tractor pavilion
we had spotted
earlier (about 20
yards "south"/"before" the last turn in the road headed toward the old
Eller place.

It was here we parted company with our guides. We thanked them profusely for their time and efforts. While the path
we took mostly followed the instructions from the McNeil Cemetery Database, I doubt we would have plunged into the
woods as easily as these gentlemen did. Once again, Thank You Kin Church and Ken Mikeal !
If anyone ever tries to retrace our steps, I suggest they contact the owner of the land, Kin Church (owner of Church and
Church Lumber), first to get his permission. Here is the short explanation of our journey, assuming the use of the lane off
of Boone Trail that can be plainly seen in the satellite view of Google Maps:
Go west from the tractor pavilion, across the dry branch of the creek and up to an old road (cleared of trees). Turn
right on road 100 to 200 yards and cross the earthen bridge (one wood post left) to bottom of hill. A few yards
past the bridge, head up the planted tree line to near the top. You should see a noticeable change of foliage from
green grass/weeds to nothing but pine needles. Continue about 100 yards or so into the pine needle area. The
cemetery should be visible to the left several tree rows. It should be an "open area" in the canopy with a large
tree of a different kind and a barbed wire fence surrounding cemetery. Sunlight should be visible there. In the
middle of the fenced area, after passing a few other gravestones, you should find James Madison Eller and Nancy
Louisa Eller. After the research presented later in this article, I now believe the GPS coordinates to be:
36.184789, -81.314958 (36°11'5.24"N, 81°18'53.85"W)
https://www.google.com/maps/place/36%C2%B011'05.2%22N+81%C2%B018'53.9%22W/@36.1846498,81.312673,1299m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x0!8m2!3d36.184789!4d-81.314958?hl=en
After the Eller Family Conference ended, I returned home and soon wondered about the GPS coordinates for the Absalom
Eller Cemetery. I looked once again at the satellite photos above the area and still had some problems feeling confident
of the coordinates even having been there myself. I tried to retrace our steps on Google Maps (satellite view) and found
an area I thought made the most sense. I was convinced our journey followed the path on the left (below). Later, I realized
this was incorrect, since that location is not on a hill (terrain view of Google Maps on the right).

I realized, I needed better information than I had on Google Maps. I had heard that Google Earth could show history
satellite maps, so I tried the online version, but it did not have that feature. So, I downloaded Google Earth Pro. Now, I
could turn on the Historical Imagery View and use the timeline slide bar with years on it. Answers to many questions
were now possible.
In the satellite photo below from Google Earth (circa 2008), the remnants of the old bridge to the James Madison residence
are visible and the path of the old road can be discerned easily enough. The road indicated on regular Google Maps
showed it perpendicular to Parsonville Rd., but it actually started across from that nearby driveway. A Red line marks
where the road/bridge was. It makes more sense than where Google Maps had it. Gentler slope, etc. X marks the spot
where Google Maps indicated the road started, which made us scratch our heads wondering how we could get across
with that steep bank. We still would have had a tough time getting across the creek. The lane off Boone Trail was better.

N

Here is a West facing shot of James Madison Eller residence area circa 2008 where you can see the road from Parsonville
Rd bottom right and the hill in front of the house area.
North 

And here is the same shot from 1995 – about 6 years after the McNeils were there and before the trees. North 

You can see the lay of the land better in the old picture. Notice anything at the top of the hill? That darkened area is most
likely the Absalom Eller Cemetery.

Zooming in on that area in 2008, it looks like this. See the more-or-less straight lines of the area where trees were not
planted? The McNeils said that the Absalom Eller Cemetery was: “Enclosed in barbed wire fence in fair condition.
Large oak tree at SE corner.” and “Size of Cemetery: 50 by 40 ft.” I believe this to be the Absalom Eller Cemetery
we visited. The 1995 shot is too blurry to distinguish that, but would have been easily observed with no trees around.
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Based on the McNeil instructions, I believe they traveled the path in the 1995 picture below:

past old Eller house, road then runs S, then W crossing a branch and N to cemetery on top of hill. Cemetery
is visible from the old James Eller house at Az250.

N

And, based on the 2008 picture (showing planted trees) and my recollection, I now believe our path was as shown in the
picture below (Red was the path up to cemetery and Green was the return path:

Putting all the pieces together produces different GPS coordinates than I was previously thinking. Just enough off to make
it difficult to find if that was how someone would try to find it.

The final GPS coordinates: 36.184789, -81.314958

(36°11'5.24"N, 81°18'53.85"W)

One more confirmation of the cemetery location came by re-reading the McNeil instructions one more time. McNeils:
Cemetery is visible from the old James Eller house at Az250. I had read this before, but Az250 did not register with
me. I finally figured out that Az250 probably means Azimuth 250, as in a compass bearing from the old James Eller house.
That would make perfect sense since that would be the tool of choice in 1989.
Look at what happens when I lay the origin of a compass about where the cistern stands on the James Madison Eller home
site. I then drew an arrow from that origin to the “final coordinates.” It crosses the 250 deg heading (azimuth 250).

N
With the 2008 satellite photo showing a rectangular shaped area on top of the hill, clear photo evidence that it should
have been visible from the old James Eller house in 1989 and the compass bearing of 250° (az250), I cannot see any
other conclusion. The Absalom Eller Family Cemetery is definitely located at GPS coordinates: 36.184789, -81.314958
I have posted pictures of the gravestones on Find-A-Grave and used captions to report these GPS coordinates. The
current (Aug 12, 2019) Find-A-Grave GPS coordinates for the cemetery itself do not agree with my conclusions, but at
least they are close now. They used to be almost exactly the same as the GPS coordinates for the cemetery on
PeopleLegacy GPS (close to Eller Rd and Parsonville).
Actually, I think it is possible that that location might be where the Absalom Eller home once stood. It is nearby and on
land that adjoins to the James Madison Eller property. The same Chronicles article that talked about James Madison
Eller buried on a high hill said that he was born at the “old home place” – distinct from the “family home”. Then again, it
could be a completely different place. Something to investigate in the future.

